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There is more than meets the eye when it comes to being a feeder driver. For example, did you know that they make an average of $17.25 an hour? That's $35,877 a year! Between 2018 and 2028, the quarry is expected to grow by 5% and create 99,700 jobs across the U.S. There are certain skills that many feeder drivers have in order to fulfill their duties. By looking at the
resume, we were able to narrow down the most common skills for a person in this position. We found that many resumes list hand-eye coordination, math skills and auditory abilities. When it comes to the most important skills required to feed the driver, we found that a lot of resumes listed 31.6% of feeder drivers included cdl, while 22.1% of resumes included the point, and 7.2%
of resumes included tractor-trailer combinations. Difficult skills like this are useful to have when it comes to performing basic duties. When it comes to finding a job, many are looking for a key term or phrase. Instead, it may be more useful to search for industries like you may be missing jobs that you never thought of in industries that you don't even think are offered positions
related to the feeder driver post. But which industry to start with? Most feeder drivers actually find work in retail and manufacturing. If you are interested in becoming a feeder driver, one of the first things to consider is how much education you need. We found that 13.1% of feeder drivers have a bachelor's degree. As for higher education, we found that 2.1% of feeder drivers have a
master's degree. Although some feeder drivers have a college degree, you can become one with a high school degree or GED. Choosing the right major is always an important step in researching how to become a feeder driver. When we researched the most common specialty for driver feeder, we found that they most often get a high school degree diploma or associate degree
degree. Other degrees that we often see on a feeder driver resume include a bachelor's degree or degree degree. You may find that experience in other jobs will help you become a feeder driver. In fact, many feeder driver jobs require experience in roles such as driver. Meanwhile, many feeder drivers also have previous career experience in roles such as truck driver or delivery
driver. Tell us your goals and we will match you with the right jobs to get there. UPSjobs ist bei Facebook. Um dich mit upsjobs zu verbinden, trit Facebook noch heute bei. Sort by: Relevance - Page 1 date of 58 jobs Is displayed here by job ads that match your request. Indeed, can be compensated by these employers by helping to preserve free for job seekers. Does rank job
advertisements based on a combination of employer rates and relevance, such as search terms and other activities on Indeed. For more information, see you can adjust your consent at any time by unsubscribing or as detailed in our terms. I was told that we have a lot of guys wanting to retire in the next couple of years (makes sense because when things got rough the guys they
came across back in the building were 30 years --- and they were LOWEST seniority!) I'm in New Jersey, it was said that the best thing to go get CDL (earn and find out can reimburse it even) and be ready. But anything anyone ever says about feeders pay. Oh dude they do over 100K after 3 years Ok it's good... 1. but how many hours are they out of the house? 2. Do they work
all night and sleep all day? 3. How do they balance family life? 4. What is a typical day for a feeder driver? I was told driving a big rig as it is incredibly stressful because of the other idiots on the road. 5. Is it realistic to do and go to school part-time? 6. What do low-level drivers usually get stuck doing? longer routes or shorter routes? 6a. Do they get sent home or offered to do
a22.3 jobs if there isn't enough work to be moved? 7. How many hours are typical? what would be a typical graph for a new and not very new driver? I'm an 11-year-old PT-mgmt UPSer I know a lot of the fight hub, but not much beyond it. I don't know how a pack of car drivers do it, in 11 years of hub work I have a body that I don't think will be in this bad shape (beat up, wind, etc)
until I was at least 45, so I doubt I'd be well long to run around in a car package. Driving the feeders appears (for me, the outside trying to look in) to be much less physical, so maybe I could do it. I won't consider all point by point, but I can tell you that I had a lot of the same problems and that I have gone through the application lists several times because of these problems. Night
work, long hours, driving that big rig in the snow, go back to the lid after my own itinerary for so long, etc. For an hourly employee it's the best job in the company, hands down and if you get a chance to go take it and don't look back. I was told that we have a lot of guys wanting to retire in the next couple of years (makes sense because when things got rough guys they stumbled
back into the building it was 30 years --- and they had a LOW seniority!) and here we go..... I'm in New Jersey, it's been said that it's best to go get a CDL (earn and find out can reimburse it even) and be prepared. No. No. And no. It will be on seniority, you will need a study permit. But anything anyone ever says about feeders pay. Oh dude they do over 100K after 3 years Ok it's
good... Some do. I don't know about wage progression. Here anyone going into the feeder is already full time. 1. but how many hours are out of the house? Up to 60 in 5 days/70 in 8 days on DOT 2. they work all night and sleep all day? Depends on the shift. The top seniority guys will get better times. Times. how do they balance family life? Feeder will not save or ruin any
relationship. It's just another straw on camels back. 4. What is a typical day for a feeder driver? Get up. Drive to work, drive at work, drive home. Then S,S,S. Repeat. I was told driving a big rig as it is incredibly stressful because of the other idiots on the road. Yes, 5. Is it really possible to do this and go to school part-time? No 6. What do low-level drivers usually get stuck doing?
longer routes or shorter routes? You will be the cover driver when you first come in. lean over and take it and ask if you might have another one. 6a. Do they get sent home or offered to do a22.3 jobs if there isn't enough work to be moved? Here, senior drivers will get the first choice when checking out/staying. You've got something left. We don't kick 22.3 here. 7. How many hours
are typical? what would be a typical graph for a new and not very new driver? Min 40/Max 60-70 for above. You schedule going to be everything you're stuck on. Mon-Fri, W-Sat, Sun-Thur. I'm an 11-year-old PT-mgmt UPSer I know a lot of the fight hub, but not much beyond it. I don't know how a pack of car drivers do it, in 11 years of hub work I have a body that I don't think will
be in this bad shape (beat up, wind, etc) until I was at least 45, so I doubt I'd be well long to run around in a car package. Driving the feeders appears (for me, the outside trying to look in) to be much less physical, so maybe I could do it. Whatever the path to progress in the feeder in your area as you get on the feeder. Maybe even tougher as PT sup. There are no passes. ..... 6a.
They get sent home or offered to do a22.3 jobs if there is not enough work to be moved?..... ..... I'm an 11-year-old PT-mgmt UPSer I know a lot of the fight hub, but not much beyond it..... Indeed, after 11 years in management, do you really think after coming in as an hourly (and starting bottom) that you could blow 22.3 s, maybe 20 years of seniority? Take about half an hour to
connect and go to a meeting. Throw your load to take the shit for twenty minutes. The trip is about an hour to take lunch. Back in the building to take a break (you could split them to take them in the morning or whenever) kick. See how fat you get. All driving is stressful. 4 Wheeler is always in a hurry to get to that stop signal in front of you. Realizing this is the key to keeping your
work going. Believe it or not, driving is tiring and you'll be ready to fall asleep soon after you get home. Take about half an hour to connect and go to a meeting. Throw your load to take the shit for twenty minutes. The trip is about an hour to take lunch. Back in the building to take a break (you could split them to take them in the morning or whenever) kick. how fat you get. .......
Laugh and point out the PC drivers are still working as you drive home. Cosmo1 you didn't understand what I meant. My understanding of PC drivers is if there are 20 routes that day and 25 25 come, the lowest 5 get the boot and go home without paying, or there's a possibility, that if it happens a lot go be 22.3 until they are needed on the road My question: is that the same for the
feeders, you are not guaranteed time if the work does not exist, but if you are only 1 or two days a week as a feeder driver, the opportunity to make a 22.3 type of work is available (if the hub can use another employee who is) Thanks for all the information guys, anonymous curious along the line that I ask for a normal day. so in general its 14 hour days in and out of the house for
15-16 hours a day? Do they have an integrad type thing either or? Chickenlegs I know what you mean about being ready for bed after a ride... I used to drive 7 hours to Vermont several times a year... by the hour #5 I was ready to list my house and move 3 hours closer... and always argued with his wife we just unload it later honey, c'mon I need a nap, so for example it can be
leave the house at 6pm, get to WILPA at 635pm pretrip the vehicle, Take a load of willow grove to the new Stanton, which takes from 7pm to 1230 am, 30 min stop, grab food, take a new Stanton load on WILPA, arrive at 530 am, after the vehicle journey, maybe a real quick run of the wimp on the 1hr lawn to return the empty another 1hr and will be done 8am ISH home 830 am.?
I'm just throwing my impression there and asking where its not quite accurate.... or totally wrong lol... Cosmo1 you didn't understand what I meant. My understanding of PC drivers is if there are 20 routes that day and 25 drivers come, The lowest 5 get the boot and go home without paying, or there is a possibility that if it happens a lot go be 22.3 until they are needed on the road
My question: is that the same for fides, you are not guaranteed time if the job does not exist, but if you work only on Mondays the opportunity to make a22.3 type of work available (if the hub can use another employee who is) I doubt. well I suppose they won't put people there for the first time just don't have a job for them. I think it was a stupid question Day starts with Dunkin. I
was told that we have a lot of guys wanting to retire in the next couple of years (makes sense because when things got rough the guys they came across back in the building were 30 years --- and they were LOWEST seniority!) I'm in New Jersey, it was said that the best thing to go get CDL (earn and find out can reimburse it even) and be ready. But anything anyone ever says
about feeders pay. Oh dude they do over 100K after 3 years Ok it's good... 1. but how many hours are they out of the house? 2. Do they work all night and sleep all day? 3. How do they balance family life? 4. What is a typical day for a feeder driver? I was told driving a big drill how incredibly stressful it is because of the other idiots on the road. 5. Is it realistic to do and go to school
part-time? 6. What do low-level drivers usually get stuck doing? longer routes or shorter routes? 6a. 6a. do they get sent home or offered to do a22.3 jobs if there isn't enough work to be moved? 7. How many hours are typical? what would be a typical graph for a new and not very new driver? I'm an 11-year-old PT-mgmt UPSer I know a lot of the fight hub, but not much beyond it.
I don't know how a pack of car drivers do it, in 11 years of hub work I have a body that I don't think will be in this bad shape (beat up, wind, etc) until I was at least 45, so I doubt I'd be well long to run around in a car package. Driving the feeders appears (for me, the outside trying to look in) to be much less physical, so maybe I could do it. 1. Usually 8-14 hours plus your commute
time. If you're planning on 12 total you're rarely disappointed. 2. Sometimes, but we have more day runs than ever. A new feeder driver should plan for the night for at least 5-10 years in my area if you don't want to stay on the shipment. Extended centers almost all nights. For many, it has improved. Usually I hear guys go home as the wife and kids get up so they get to enjoy
breakfast with them, then sleep until they start getting home. Stress levels are lower, so you have more quality time. Some people need more sleep than others, but if you only need 6-8 hours or so you may have a lot of quality time. 4. A typical day is either a local race or a race out of town. Local something like this: PHAS-TEMAZ-PHAS-MESA-SFR-PHAS, which means you go
from Phoenix to Tempe, back to Phoenix, then to Mesa, then to the railroad, and then back to Phoenix. The food will probably be taken on the MESA turn, but there is a lot of discretion there. Out of town is something like PHAS-CSMCA-PHAS, which starts in Phoenix, driving to the Chiracao Summit CA (about 5 hours in total), switching loads with your meet driver and then fool
around and drive back. Food is usually taken in either direction. Sometimes they can add an Amazon, rail or local twist to these runs, and if you have an LNG tractor you have a stop for fuel on the way back. Here, we have a lot of hybrid offset runs where you shift within 8 hours, then work local or somewhat to get out of town for about 4 hours of turnover. Those have the most
variety of start times. 5. Yes, but you would like to wait until you had a rate run (we re-bid every year) and be aware the bumping process needs to be changed. Some people are high on the control board (think driver cover) able to maintain start time for hours doing a variety of work. I encourage everyone to finish their education while they are part-time before working full time at
UPS. 6. It depends. The lowest gain is called on a daily basis from the package, which mean a lot of Chiracao summit day running and shifting. They usually want to keep them on days so they don't have to buy a driver for another day. The lowest on the actual weekly dispatch (rate run or control board) tends to do a change of job. 6a. I'm not sure what they're doing now, but
overall they're offered and before, if someone insisted that they would come and work in the center (breaking the cork, working a return slide rather than actually bumping a loader) or stacking pallets and sweep trailers. They've been smarter lately about planning overflows to get people to reset for the package. 7. Normally, you will get 50 a week. If you want extra work, usually
available, if you continue to refuse they will stop asking. In my neighborhood it would be impossible for an 11 year p/t control person to make it into Feeders until he/she went full-time driving package for about 16 years (none of the time management counts). Someone with 11 years of part-time, non-management will need at least 1 year of safe driving in a package before they can
even be eligible. 104Feeder thank you very much! I really appreciate it. I think the only reason the opportunity might come up is that the entire field of fiers at my center is retiring in the next couple of years. Like I said, they pushed the lowest senior guy to the center because they don't need him, and he's 30 years old. The funny thing is that if a bunch of pack car drivers and 22.3
also want me to end up with a decent distance from the bottom of the ladder of seniority. I know 3 people on a night of sorts who have CDL's guy pt supe and 2 hourlies all of which I beat for years of service. What is it for every 13 union members they can hire a guy from mgmt or from the street? I wish I could take a look at the old hub for feeder betting sheets to get an idea of how
many PC drivers were willing to switch and work nights. Now that you guys are saying that lower seniority people get once, it's a given, but can you flesh that out a little bit? say, for example, it is a hub that runs 2 varieties and pre-loading, Twi starts at 530 pm and runs until 930, the night is kind of 1100 to 230 and preloads from 430 to 745 ... What time will the top people grab this
pie? early afternoon until early morning so they can still sleep while its dark? I'm just concerned about the hours and timing because my wife will be a teacher in a couple of years... and if it works from 7 to 5 and I work from 8 to 8 we won't see you very much. And especially if I got this opportunity we could start a family.... just afraid that they would like nothing but a father who
doesn't always sleep and all night on weekends lol. How do you guys do this job? just break your sleep schedule and hang out on weekends? It's like a hub where they have enough workers for a healthy Monday volume, but on the way out of fashion the downward trend in volume has mgmt sending 2 homes every day to snub-free? Stupid idea I got in my head to do it for 10 years,
buy a modest house and pay it off pretty quickly (I PT sup married to a student... my income is what it is... but I'm sure to live within my means... so if we'd kept lifestyle more or less the same, even after paying taxes I might spare 30K a year (once at the top rate) that I could throw on a mortgage, then eventually give someone else on the feeders and goto school for something...
maybe by the time I realized that it was lol yes I know that most likely wouldn't happen, I'd get set in my way and never follow through with salvation... but even so, I'd be 30 and, and still not 60 yet (or isn't it working that way?) thanks again for all the patient responses, I really appreciate it. Glad I got that union withdrawal card 9 years ago... never thought I'd use it, but it's funny
how life does these things. Stay on Dispatch. What does that mean? Also you say that start time can vary by a few hours every day? Well, the last 2 days have been driving at night (12 hour days) with 30 mph wind gusts of -10 degrees wind. Tomorrow is expected snow with wind gusts of 50 mph. Sometimes I hate this job. Page 2 it's palm trees and ladies in thongs, dude. Looks
like you're in South Jersey, by different rules than North Jersey. I think you would be at the bottom of the list for quite a while. Talk to some feeder drivers in the building where you work. Each venue has different rules, in the local 177 they classify seniority for job selection. I've spoken to the drivers at Lawnside and they have me list that once you do that it goes to the seniority of
the company. I know some drivers with 20 years of experience and they just want to shift, either because of the hours or ???? Some guys start in the afternoon, do some CPU and maybe (use your example) LAWNJ's WILPA and back to LAWNJ. Some want to make or get a long-distance run, which will probably be LAWNJ's NEWPA. It's a lot of fun bringing a set of doubles back
and forth to Hartford, Connecticut in a blizzard. (Actually it's both adventure and you feel pretty proud of yourself that you've managed to do it without being chained or stuck.) Plus in the new York-Washington corridor you have such wonderful, polite drivers. (As someone remarked to me once, they all want to be the first). As for money, yes some people do 100K or better, 80 is
more like with a reasonable amount of OT. As for life.... well it's mostly nights so you don't get most of one. Weekends, if you get a job that starts after say 7 or 8 at night, maybe you can dine with your family, but then it's hard to sleep when everyone is home on holidays. I'd say it's the best hourly position on UPS, but big brother looks too, GPS and virtual OJS whenever they
want. There is one definite advantage, if you are going from part-time sup back to hourly worker, you will get your soul back. In my area, you need to at LEAST 18 MONTHS in a car package before you can be selected for the feeder school. You must have two years of pure MVR, and 18 MONTHS Record driving package cars. You must also show responsibility, as you may be
given keys and alarm codes for buildings. You'll be working nights, weekends, days, and can be called to rest (10 hours). Over time this is not a problem as you get a lot. My current launch avg 8.5 hours. However, I've always been asked to do other things like shift trailers on the customer, or move empty trailers to balance the load. Kick-off:1930 on Sunday, 2030 to the end of the
week. Finish - anytime after 8 hours. Weekends - Friday morning late on Sunday night. Will I do it again? Damn right..... . You guys keep talking about OT... rules for that normal: anything over 40 in a week or eight in a day? I'm surprised so many have over 40 hours a week with how they are at the center of OT. A slightly different Feeder point of view as I went in after 20 in
delivery. I was very lucky as I was only on the list for 2 weeks before I made a bid for an open job. I have a 4-day run of T,W,T,F from S,S,M. 3 days at the weekend ... Every week! Hit at 4:30 a.m. drive 4.25 hours through Mt. Pa, Md,, Wv, wait for my guy to meet about an hour or so and take 45 min lunch (and sleep if he's late). Swap loads and drive 4.25 hours ago. The blow
from 4.30pm so about 11.25 paid day four days a week for 45 hours in total. Feg Awesome! An extra day off compared to delivery. A little more $$$than delivery. New equipment compared to delivery. House for 5. No nights. No movement on my move. Literally only UPS people I deal with my boyfriend meet up. I havnt saw my direct supe or manager in 4 weeks. The only bad
thing is that winter in the Alleghany Mountains can be pretty bad at times. Only there has been one bad day so far. I made it through fine, but one of our guys jackknifed that day and seeing what happens actually makes you realize that it's not all fun and sauce in The Feeders. You trade physical violence for a huge amount of responsibility that requires constant attention and
attention over a long period of time. It's not for everyone, but if you're up to the task it's shizzle! Sent using the BrownCafe App your worst day in feeders is still better than your best day in the package! Stay on Dispatch. What does that mean? Also you say that start time can vary by a few hours every day? The Dispatch Commission is to register a sheet that goes two weeks
before, where dispatchers (minimum 13) sign up for vacation/disability coverage and a small number of wad times. Then the week before that the day of the completion schedule are those with WAD times can call to choose the runs that have become available during that time. So they get a second bite, so to speak. They can choose to stay on their TIME WAD, taking any work
comes when they come or choose a run. So you can have a semblance of a set schedule, being in the right position on the control board or being the first, etc. (the first person scheduled in the package, but likely to be called into Feeders all week). Dispatch positions are offered every year along with mileage, and they have at least 26. That's just how we do it here, your
neighborhood may be Different. As for your other position, usually high senior drivers take a day job, although there is a decent distribution throughout. The best guys have sleepers and stops, then a day of local work, Vegas runs that are mostly nights but well paid, long out of town running, night out running, more local work, which is afternoon or night, it's basically a shift that is
about half a day, midnight. Some people choose based on their preferred start time, some at work. There really are no rules, except we pretty much know that the first dozen or so drivers rarely change their bet. Managing a sleep schedule is probably the hardest part of Feeders. If you have a normal night sleep schedule it won't work for you. Some guys love to work then sleep as
soon as they get home so they can sleep without setting the alarm. Some report that if they don't do it they end up not sleeping all day. Some don't sleep for hours then sleep right until they have to prepare for going to work. If you work nights out, then you'll either maintain the same schedule over the weekend or figure out how to swap back and forth. Some willpower through their
Friday or Saturday to get on a normal sleep schedule, then power through their first night back at work (which is usually the longest) and then get back on the night schedule. I had a few guys quit because they just couldn't get used to sleeping, but if they stuck it through they would have been at daytime work, or at least in the afternoon start time done by midnight. If your
relationship isn't strong enough to handle the Feeders division it will only exacerbate it. In my area we call a lot of drivers from the package on Mondays and Tuesdays narrows by the end of the week. Yes, it was smart to get that card withdrawal as you never know where life will take you. It's rare now to find drivers who were former executives, but it will happen. It would be wise to
make this move now in the F/T package rather than continue to wait for F/T management. You can always make any choice later. MaceFremonti, that sounds like a pretty sweet schedule if you ask me. After 20 years, you deserve it. Forgive me if I've said this, but I'm just worried about seeing my lady, she'll be a teacher in a couple of years. running 10pm to 400am now I only see
her in the evenings. just scared I'd get a schedule for a while that would be quite the opposite. Secondly, its far from certain thing, I learned my hub has 60-70 feeder drivers, usually, and if I did my math right, about 600 pack cars. so to speak, half of the feeder drivers want to get out under the old contract (which I thought was technically done because everything with the new one
would Reverse force ... I bet you'll all have a good check back to pay), but back on topic if 30 retire, which I'm sure is a stretch, only 5 out of every 100 of the pack of car drivers should be interested and all slots are eaten. at best they could put out 2 supe right? 1 1 every 13? Now a brand new can of worms. I didn't mention I'd fail the whisper test on my left ear. Cursory studies
show that the federal government is beginning to loosen these requirements, but it is a two-year waiver that needs to be renewed. does anyone know anyone who has hearing loss but drives? It's a lot of fun bringing a set of doubles back and forth to Hartford, Connecticut in a blizzard. (Actually it's both adventure and you feel pretty proud of yourself that you've managed to do it
without being chained or stuck.) Plus in the new York-Washington corridor you have such wonderful, polite drivers. (As someone remarked to me once, they all want to be the first). As for money, yes some people do 100K or better, 80 is more like with a reasonable amount of OT. The real pleasure would be if you had a set of empty lookalikes. I remember when we had that wind
storm box refused to send any filing under 60% over the bridge If you have a serious hearing to lose you can get a hearing aid to fix it. Just like wearing glasses. Yes, I know drivers who wear hearing aids. Barely passed my last DOT physical due to hearing loss. In fact there are more than just turn on the volume and you're OK for the types of hearing loss bud. My snail is
damaged, no matter how loudly you shout into the microphone if the microphone is not connected anymore. and use the analogy glasses do squats for cataracts. trying to figure out exactly where I'd stand to be getting CDL now... Strange school I filled out a form never reassigned to me They allow you to use both ears on a whisper test and I don't remember it moving around to try
to highlight one side over the other. A ratio of 6 to 1 (v. 22.4) if your local supplements have the best language. The purpose of this language was to hire a full-time driving package, as it is usually a separate language to transfer from package to feeder. I know you keep saying you're worried about family time. If you can't cope not sleeping in bed with your wife all week, then yes it
would be difficult. I work nights, 930 p.m. Until whenever, usually until 7am or 8am. I can still take my daughter to school and pick her up. I sleep as soon as I get home. If I can get to bed at 830 in the morning, before 3pm, I'm good to go. My girls' school goes out at 330pm and I have all day and day out. With her until I leave for work, which is usually 845pm. Sometimes sleeping
during the day is hard. As 104 said, the 1st night back is usually tough. For me, sleeping beams. is the most difficult. I go out on Saturday morning. I usually take a short nap, 3-4 hours and the rest of the day plus all day Sunday and almost all day Monday to 930. So it's almost a 3-day weekend. I sleep at night on weekends, but try to go to bed as late as possible and sleep as late
as possible. Like yesterday, I went to bed at 4am. And I slept till noon. Noon. feeder driver ups salary. casual feeder driver ups. seasonal feeder driver ups. ups feeder driver pay. ups feeder driver pay progression. ups feeder driver job description. ups feeder driver pay 2019. ups feeder driver jobs near me
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